Minutes of the ESCP session in Vienna – Vösendorf at 05 - 05 - 2016
Welcome and presence ESCP chairman Jean Louis Frindel, JLF, (F) welcomes the members
August Heftberger (A), Claude Schneider (CH), Reiner Wolf (D), István Rohringer (H) and Hans
Schipper (NL).
2) Minutes 2015. The minutes of the ESCP meetings in Metz and Saint Avold and the report of the
training session in Saint Avold are approved. There have been no complaints.
3) Open files to the European standard
3a ESCP Bulletin 2016. The procedure does not change. The release date is changed in August.
The countries will receive the Bulletin before the show season.
The bulletin will be published in the languages D, E and F on the Internet with rally to all countries.
If necessary countries must translate the bulletin into their national language by themselves.
3b) Purpose of ESCP bulletins / adoption of ESCP decisions resp. standards
When a SDA in the ESCP bulletin reports a standard change those countries which have
recognized this breed shall implement the change into their standard as soon as possible.
Request NL: standard images of the SDA not change within 5 years after publication.
The ESCP decides in accordence.
3c) Musafer pigeon (SDA = NL) versus Shirazi pigeon (recognition process in Germany)
According to the standard of the SDA, Shirazi is a colour of the Musafer pigeon.
Reiner Wolf proposes to change the name of the Shirazi in the Afghan pigeon in Germany.
3D) Lithuanian breeds have been showed in Metz and come in the ELFP only if standards are
completed. In some breeds, breed characteristics must be specified more precisely e.g. the
Lithuanian Frill and Lithuanian Trumpeter. Jean Louis will speak about with the Lithuanian
delegates. Is checked in the next ESCP meeting in Sursee, Switzerland.
3E) King (SDA = ESCP): KCA, United States, has decided ring size to 11 mm. Reason: problem
with the inner diameter due to more U.S. manufacturers. ESCP: ring size maintained at 10 mm.
Proposal: Questioning at special clubs. Fact: if preference for 11mm, in many countries 12 mm
would also be allowed.
3F) Relation with GB. At 03-05, 20.33 hour an email from Mark Rudd was received.
Commitment about a number of remarks done by the ESCP (GB-NPA table). Will be checked.
On the question after the standard image of the English Pouter (the one in the current GB standard
the other in the D standard) is no answer yet. Other images are OK, except Show Homer,
Exhibition Homer and Genuine Homer.
In the ELFP the SDA will be changed from ESCP into GB only after approval of the standards ( text
and image) by the ESCP and publication by the NPA in the GB magazine.
Jean-Louis F. presents a letter from the German Special club of English Modena to Reiner Wolf
with request for acceptance of the proposed standard text for the English Modena in German as
the European standard for the continent.
The proposal corresponds with the text of the F standard, which was reworked in this language.
The reworked text has been tested to the GB standard by the SNC Standard Committee. Is OK.
The ESCP approves implementation of this text into standards of continental countries as the
European standard. GB remains SDA. Recognition of colours out of the attached table is left to
those countries. For not specifically bred color strokes the AOC class would be a possibility.
3 g) Breeds from BG, SRB, RO and PL.
Bulgaria : in 2015 BG handed over standards. They will be checked e.g. completed. Decision
recording in the ELFP in Sursee in September. The Macedonian Doñek comes in the ELFP.
Serbia : Banat Chicken pigeon and Timoker Flower pigeon will return into the ELFP.
Romania : Standard of the Ardeal Purzler (instead of 2nd Siebenburg Tumbler) and Satu Mare
Tumbler are accepted.

Belgium : Writing about an article in the German magazine Kleintierzüchter recording proposal for
recognition of the Liège Racing pigeon in D. The Liège Racing pigeon reminds to the Liege Barbet
without jabot, i.e. the difference is only one characteristic.
B. responds both breeds are very old and recorded in the ELFP. Opinion ESCP: is left to Germany.
Poland : Requests for recording of national breeds in the ELFP.
The Old Polish Lynx pigeon was shown in Saint Avold. Standard approved: comes in the ELFP.
Another standards were submitted by:
Muffed barred Shortbeak Tumbler, Bialostka Eagle., Bialostoker shield T., Masowiena white tail
magpie T., Polish Winerek T., Polish Butterfly (T.), Tomaszofski T., Zamojski T., Lesser Polish
Steller Pouter, Polish Steller Pouter, Rzesower Show racer ( Form pigeon ).
Positive agreement. The standards will be checked. Final decision in Sursee.
Comments or amendments to standards for English Owl, Anatolian Frill and Domino Frill.
The concepts were checked against GB standards by JLF. For ESCP members see attachments.
The standards will be sent to the EFC for to the last approval.
For the time being the ESCP is SDA for the Domino Frill and the Anatolian Frill.
4. Miscellaneous
4a) JLF: Complaint on JLF for the judgment of Berlin shortbeaked Tumblers at the European Show
in Metz.
István Rohringer : There are still many judges judging at breed related Europe shows (BRES) who
are not familiar with the EE rating system. This should not happen at BRES. Is a problem for EE.
4 b) Judges Training Conference 2016 in Sursee / CH. JLF informs about on hand of a concept
plan.
JLF will contact Claude Schneider about. There will be no lecture out of standards.
4 c) Judges Training Conference 2017 is in the Netherlands. Will be discussed with the Chairman
of Dutch NPA during this congress. Scenario like Saint Avold and Sursee.
4 d) Judges Training Conference 2018 in Danmark (EE Europe Show)
4 e) Judges Training Conference 2019. The Austrian PR Club candidates.
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